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CASE STUDY- THWARTING
BLACKMAIL AGAINST
AUTOMOTIVE BRAND



Client Background:
Our client, a prominent automotive brand, faced a severe blackmailing
campaign orchestrated by a fake investigative journalist. The
blackmailer, employing the services of a black PR company in Asia,
aimed to tarnish the brand's reputation and extort financial gains

Challenge:
Identify the perpetrators, unveil their motives, and establish
connections between the blackmailers, the hired PR company, and a
known threat actor recently arrested for running a fake call center.
Trace their digital footprints and financial transactions to build a
comprehensive legal case.

THE
CHALLENGE



Social Media Identity Tracing: Leveraging advanced social media investigation techniques, we traced the digital identity of the fake
investigative journalist. This involved analyzing posting patterns, engagement behaviors, and connections on various platforms.

Correlation of IP Addresses: Employing sophisticated IP tracking tools, we correlated the IP address of the blackmailer with that of
a known threat actor recently apprehended for running a fake call center. This connection raised suspicions of coordinated criminal
activities.

Payment Trail Analysis: Conducting financial forensics, we traced the flow of funds from the blackmailer to the PR company in Asia.
Additionally, we identified transactions linking the arrested threat actor to the same financial network, establishing a nexus.

Law Enforcement Reporting: Collaborating with law enforcement agencies in both Asia and Europe, we submitted detailed reports
encompassing our findings. The evidence included IP correlations, financial transaction details, and the connection to a previously
arrested threat actor.

Legal Action Facilitation: Our team provided comprehensive technical reports to the client's legal representatives. These reports
contained detailed evidence, enabling the lawyers to build a strong case against the perpetrators and file a lawsuit.

WHAT
WE
DID



THE OUTCOME
Results:
Our meticulous investigation yielded compelling evidence that successfully unveiled the orchestrated blackmailing campaign against the automotive brand. By
employing advanced social media tracking and IP correlation techniques, we identified the fake investigative journalist, traced their connections to a known
threat actor, and exposed the involvement of a black PR company in Asia. The financial forensics further established a clear payment trail, linking the blackmailer
to the PR company and the apprehended threat actor.

Conclusion:
The collaboration with law enforcement agencies in Asia and Europe was instrumental in initiating legal actions against the perpetrators. The evidence
provided, including IP correlations, financial transaction details, and connections to a previously arrested threat actor, fortified the legal case. This
successful intervention not only protected the automotive brand from reputational harm and financial extortion but also showcased our commitment to
leveraging cutting-edge technology and global partnerships to combat and neutralize cyber threats effectively.


